Abstract. The Kato spectrum of an operator is deployed to give necessary and sufficient conditions for Browder's theorem to hold.
Introduction
Weyl's theorem holds, for a bounded linear operator A on a Banach space X, provided (1) σ(A)\σ w (A) = π 00 (A) ,
where σ(A) is the usual spectrum of A, σ w (A) is the Weyl spectrum, collecting complex numbers λ for which A − λI fails to be Fredholm of index zero, and π 00 (A) is the isolated points of the spectrum which are eigenvalues of finite multiplicity. About half of this condition has been [5] christened "Browder's theorem holds": where the Browder spectrum σ b (A) collects complex numbers λ for which A − λI fails to be Fredholm of finite ascent and descent. Of course these inclusion are automatically equalities. In some sense "orthogonal" to finite ascent and descent is the Saphar condition of "perfection" [10] , also known as "hyperexactness" [6] : we might call A : X −→ X a Saphar operator provided
Obviously Saphar operators of finite ascent are one-one, and Saphar operators of finite descent are onto; the Saphar condition picks out those Fredholm operators for which 0 ∈ C is not a jump point for the index. The Saphar condition also converts the closed range condition into the basis [7] , [6] for another kind of spectrum: the Kato spectrum σ k (A) collects those complex numbers λ for which ( 
5)
A − λI fails to be Saphar with closed range.
It is the union of the Weyl and the Kato spectrums which serve to characterize the condition "Browder's theorem holds". We begin with a lemma. 
and
Proof. (6) is the observation that Saphar operators of finite ascent and descent are invertible while (7) uses the punctured neighborhood theorem to make the point that the Saphar condition rules out index jumps. (8) is also the punctured neighborhood theorem, while (9) uses gap theory [11] , [6] .
Browder's theorem and Weyl's theorem
Let Φ + (X) (Φ − (X)) be the set of all upper (lower) semi-Fredholm operators. If A ∈ Φ + (X), then A − λI is an upper semi-Fredholm operator with index
, it is well known that A − λI ∈ Φ + (X) and 
The Weyl and Kato spectrums together delineate the Browder's theorem condition: Theorem 2.1. Necessary and sufficient for Browder's theorem to hold, for bounded linear A : X −→ X, is the inclusion
Proof. One direction is trivial. With no conditions
The left-hand side is a subset of
which is a subset of the right-hand side. Conversely if (10) holds, then
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In general we cannot reverse the inclusion (11): for example [5, Example 6 ] the direct sum of the forward and backward shifts is Weyl and not Browder or Saphar.
Let H(A) be the class of all complex-valued functions which are analytic on a neighborhood of σ(A) and let
Corollary 2.2. If Browder's theorem holds for A ∈ B(X) and for B ∈ B(X) and if f ∈ H(A), then Browder's theorem holds for
f (A) ⇐⇒ σ 1 (f (A)) = f (σ 1 (A)) and
Browder's theorem holds for
Proof. Using Theorem 4 in [5] and the Kato spectrum mapping theorem, we get that for any f ∈ H(A),
Browder's theorem holds for
, which means that Browder's theorem holds for f (A). And if
Also we can proof the following result:
Corollary 2.3. The following statements are equivalent: (a) Browder's theorem holds for
A; (b) σ(A)\σ w (A) ⊆ σ 1 (A); (c) σ(A)\σ w (A) ⊆ iso σ 1 (A); (d) σ b (A) ⊆ σ 1 (A); (e) σ(A)\σ w (A) ⊆ σ k (A); (f ) σ(A)\σ k (A) ⊆ iso σ k (A).
Corollary 2.4. Weyl's theorem holds for A if and only if
where π 0f (A) denotes the set of eigenvalues of A of finite multiplicity.
Proof. =⇒. Weyl's theorem implies Browder's theorem; then σ(A) = σ 1 (A). Thus
, a contradiction. It follows that λ 0 ∈ iso σ(A) and hence λ 0 ∈ π 00 (A).
From the above proof, we get that σ(A)\σ w (A) = π 00 (A). Then Weyl's theorem holds for A.
In general the spectral mapping theorem is liable to fail for the spectrum σ 1 (·), but there is only inclusion: [11, Satz 6] , it follows that
We use σ e (A) to denote the essential spectrum of operator A.
, we know that the spectral mapping theorem holds for the Weyl spectrum. Then
Conversely, if there exists λ 0 , µ 0 ∈ C\σ e (A) for which 
Then we have that:
Corollary 2.7. If Browder's theorem holds for A, then ind(A − λI) · ind(A − µI) ≥ 0 for each pair λ, µ ∈ C\σ e (A) if and only if Browder's theorem holds for f (A) for every f ∈ H(A).

Corollary 2.8. σ 1 (f (A)) = f (σ 1 (A)) for every f ∈ H(A) if and only if σ w (f (A)) = f (σ w (A)) for every f ∈ H(A).
Proof. Using Theorem 2.6 above and Theorem 5 in [5] , we get the result. We call σ ea (A) the essential approximate point spectrum of A and σ ab (A) the Browder essential approximate point spectrum of A.
Similar to Weyl's theorem and Browder's theorem, there is a-Weyl's theorem and a-Browder's theorem [1] , [8] . We say that a-Weyl's theorem holds for A if there is equality σ a (A)\σ ea (A) = π a 00 (A) , where σ a (A) is the approximate point spectrum and π a 0 (A) the isolated points of σ a (A) which are eigenvalues of finite multiplicity, and that a-Browder's theorem holds for A if there is equality
It is known [1] , [2] that if A ∈ B(X), then we have a-Weyl's theorem =⇒ Weyl's theorem =⇒ Browder's theorem and a-Weyl's theorem =⇒ a-Browder's theorem =⇒ Browder's theorem.
Let σ 2 (A) = σ ea (A) ∪ σ k (A) and let ρ 2 (A) = C\σ 2 (A). We can prove that
Theorem 3.1. Necessary and sufficient for a-Browder's theorem to hold, for bounded linear A : X −→ X, is the inclusion
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.1, one direction is trivial. With no conditions
which is a subset of the right-hand side.
which means that σ ea (A) = σ ab (A). Then a-Browder's theorem holds for A.
For approximate point spectrum, there is spectral mapping theorem, that is, for every f ∈ H(A), σ a (f (A)) = f (σ a (A)). Then: Proof. Using Theorem 3.1, for every f ∈ H(A), a-Browder's theorem holds for
Similarly, we can prove that:
The following statements are equivalent:
Corollary 3.4. a-Weyl's theorem holds for A if and only if
We know that the inclusion σ ea (f (A)) ⊆ f (σ ea (A)) holds [9] ; then we can prove that: 
Let µ ∈ f (σ 2 (A)) and suppose that µ is not in
Clearly g(λ) has zeros in σ(A). [11, Satz 3] asserts now that g has only a finite number of zeros in σ(A). Let λ 1 , λ 2 , · · · , λ k be these zeros (λ i = λ j for i = j) and n 1 , n 2 , · · · , n k be their respective orders. Suppose 
